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Wolfenstein 3D FIFA (Video Game)From U.S. Pat. No. 5,699,775 issued to Martin et al., the
disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein, there is known a construction in
which alternating metal and ceramic support members, respectively, are employed in
horizontal frame members secured together by vertical members. In one embodiment, use is
made of a metal member as a cross piece for torsionally supporting an input rod of a pulse-
multiplier tube. The metal cross piece is attached with holes on one of its ends to a ceramic
member which is associated with a ceramic rod for the support of an electron beam tube.
The ceramic member is used as a cladding of a metal member which is provided for the
structure of a cathode sleeve of the pulse-multiplier tube. It is a disadvantage of this
construction that the ceramic member at the receiving end of the metal supporting cross
piece must be suitably thick for being able to withstand the load of the metal supporting
member in the vertical direction. When the ceramic member is otherwise undersized, a
uniform radial distribution of forces in the supporting cross piece may not be achieved. It is
an object of the invention to avoid the above disadvantages and to provide a construction in
which a support rod of a pulse-multiplier tube can be supported by a metal member, while,
at the same time, still having a very low weight. Hello World


